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Abstract—The Federal Aviation Administration’s Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) concept proposes a suite of decision support tools for use in the air traffic control tower to support safe and efficient operations. This paper describes the proposed set of automation capabilities to support ground and local controller activities in the NextGen mid-term (2018), including automated decision support tools to generate taxi routes and monitor pilot conformance to the assigned taxi route. To evaluate these capabilities, The MITRE Corporation’s Center for Advanced Aviation System Development (CAASD) conducted two human-in-the-loop experiments to evaluate ground controller performance with these decision support tools, focusing on automation to support taxi route generation and conformance monitoring. These simulations specifically examined capabilities provided in surface automation designed by Mosaic ATM. This paper describes the results of those two experiments and discusses necessary future research to refine and validate the NextGen surface decision support tool concepts.
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I. SURFACE TRAJECTORY-BASED OPERATIONS

The Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) is the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) concept for modernizing the National Airspace System through 2018. Through NextGen, the FAA is addressing the impact of air traffic growth by increasing national airspace (NAS) capacity and efficiency while simultaneously improving safety, reducing environmental impacts, and increasing user access to the NAS.

High-density airports in the NextGen mid-term timeframe (~2018) are expected to operate with a set of integrated automation decision support tools (DSTs), which include the following attributes: access to timely and dynamically updated information; a means for collaboration with stakeholders; maximization of airport capacity; and improved efficiency of airport and surface operations [1]. The DSTs described in the NextGen concept are the basis for an operational concept known as Surface Trajectory-Based Operations (STBO) that will manage traffic flows and resources on the airport surface and will enable surface trajectory-based operations in the far-term. This program is managed by the FAA’s Aviation Research and Technology Development Office, and includes contributions from Mosaic ATM, MITRE, MCR LLC, and the John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center.

A. Concept Overview

The need for STBO is derived from a set of identified shortfalls in the current operations that do not meet NextGen needs [2]. In today’s operations, periods of high demand often result in departure delays and long physical queues. While current surface operations tend to be tactical and reactive in nature, operations under NextGen will need to be strategic and predictive.

STBO is expected to increase airport surface efficiencies through shared situation awareness and local collaboration, allowing operators to work proactively to manage high surface demand and dynamic surface and airspace constraints. The shared situation awareness generated by STBO will support all stakeholders in surface operations. A common interface with flight operators, airport operators, and surface traffic management systems will enable collaboration.

In addition to supporting improved situation awareness, STBO is also expected to support better decision-making through local information sharing and automated DSTs [3]. These DSTs will share data with other NAS domains, which will contribute to an increase in operational efficiency. The capabilities of these DSTs will assist in the execution of Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) responsibilities by providing recommendations to improve throughput and reduce delays for surface operations. These recommendations will take into account flight plan data, flight operator preferences, constraints from other NAS domains (e.g., flow constraints), and local airport operational data [4]. The automated capabilities envisioned as part of the STBO concept are expected to assist tower controllers in performing their tasks and may reduce their workload [2].
STBO capabilities are expected to be developed and introduced in phases [2]. An initial implementation, to be deployed by the NextGen midterm (~2018), will include flight-specific data exchange between FAA facilities and stakeholders and will provide foundational DST capabilities to assist the tower in managing the airport configuration, assigning runways for departing flights, and managing runway queues. Moving through the NextGen mid-term timeframe, these initial DST capabilities will be enhanced and additional DSTs will be implemented to develop recommendations for optimizing airport configurations and flight-specific runway assignments; to provide for collaboration with flight operators for surface scheduling; and to introduce two-dimensional taxi routing and surface conformance monitoring capabilities. Into the far-term, DST capabilities will be enhanced to use surface trajectory modeling as the basis of automated decision making and conformance monitoring; surface operations will be integrated with airborne trajectory-based operations.

B. STBO Capabilities in the NextGen Mid-term

The STBO concept elements will be implemented as automated DSTs that support surface operations. These automated DSTs are envisioned to support (1) airport configuration management, (2) runway assignment, (3) scheduling and sequencing, and (4) taxi routing. Descriptions of the mid-term capabilities for the STBO DSTs follow.

1) Airport Configuration Management

Airport configuration management capabilities will assist Air Traffic Control in planning and decision-making for airport configuration changes to improve the utilization of runways. These automated capabilities will be based on arrival and departure demand, with consideration of external factors, such as weather. The prescribed airport configuration will include runways for arrivals, departures, or mixed use; taxiway segments, whether open or closed; and standard operating procedures for the airport. The airport configuration capabilities support collaborative decision making among the NAS domains, coordination with the airport authority, and dissemination of the configuration change to the stakeholders. The concept for airport configuration management will apply to both surface arrival and departure operations and will enhance the efficiency of these operations.

2) Runway Assignment

Runway assignment capabilities will assist controllers in early planning of flight-specific departure runway assignment based on factors such as the filed departure route, the airport configuration, aircraft type, projected runway loading, and flight operator preferences, requirements, and limitations [5]. Departure runway assignments for a flight and any updates will be shared with flight operators and available to NAS domains. The automation capabilities will display runway assignment recommendations to Ground Control, who will be able to enter or modify a runway assignment for a flight. Runway assignment capabilities will enable planning for surface operations by flight operators and air traffic management as well as will improve airport throughput by balancing departure runways.

3) Scheduling and Sequencing

Scheduling and Sequencing capabilities will assist controllers in managing the surface schedule and runway sequences for both arrivals and departures and will support collaboration with flight operators. Sequencing support provides guidance on the suggested order of aircraft in a queue, while scheduling support involves time-based recommendations. The surface schedule and sequence will satisfy traffic management constraints and controlled departure times and will optimize the use of surface resources to meet the demand. The automated capabilities will provide sequencing recommendations based on the data known about the flight, such as the time the flight entered to the airport movement area and the location of the entrance to airport movement area relative to the departure runway. Scheduling and sequencing capabilities will improve airport throughput, provide solutions that comply with NAS constraints, improve flight operator efficiencies, and support collaboration with flight operators to meet their business needs.

4) Taxi Routing

Taxi Routing capabilities address both taxi route generation and surface conformance monitoring. Taxi route generation capabilities will consider current aircraft position, aircraft surface destination (e.g., the assigned departure runway), and the airport configuration (runway use and taxiway or runway closures), user preferences for gate and taxiway, and other relevant factors to propose to the controller an appropriate taxi route for a flight. In earlier operational timeframes, these are pre-defined taxi routes, while later timeframes may also include ad hoc routes, and farther into the future, full surface trajectories. Taxi route generation capabilities also support data link of the taxi route to the aircraft. Surface conformance monitoring capabilities will assist the controllers in monitoring the aircraft’s conformance with its assigned taxi instructions. Taxi routing and surface conformance monitoring capabilities serve as the focal point for the set of simulations described in this paper. Thus, a more detailed description of the taxi routing decision support tools and a set of use cases for these capabilities are described below.

II. TAXI ROUTING DECISION SUPPORT TOOLS

A taxi route describes the path on the surface that an aircraft uses to traverse the airport movement area from one location to another. In current operations, ground control receives a pilot request for taxi and uses information he or she knows about the airport configuration, operational procedures, and flight information (e.g., departure route and aircraft size) to develop an operationally acceptable taxi route. These routes may be pre-defined standard routes that are commonly used at an airport facility or may be determined ad hoc to fit a specific situation. An operationally acceptable taxi route is one that is efficient and does not compromise safety. In current operations, the taxi route is voiced to the pilot over the radio frequency, which may result in misunderstandings or read-back errors. Today’s tactical response to a pilot’s call for taxi can

1 Also supporting surface operations is an additional DST that supports departure routing. This capability is also planned to be supported on the TFDM platform as one of the integrated DSTs, but is outside the scope of current STBO concepts and will not be addressed further in this paper.
inhibit or limit efficiency in the current operation. In addition, the taxi route information is not stored electronically in any way so it is not available to be used by other capabilities or systems.

A. Taxi Routing under Nominal Conditions

Automated taxi route generation capabilities will consider a flight’s surface origin and destination and take into account the airport configuration (i.e., both current and planned configurations); the runway assignment, which is provided by the runway assignment DST; flight operator preferences; and other relevant factors to propose an appropriate taxi route to the controller. The taxi route generation capabilities in the NextGen mid-term will also provide automation support for selection of a pre-defined taxi route. To enhance safety, a hold-short will be inserted automatically when a taxi route crosses a runway. To ensure that the controller always has final authority over an assigned route, the ground controller will be able to modify a suggested route, add any additional instructions (for example, a hold short at a merge point to sequence traffic), or develop a manual ad hoc route. Under the mid-term vision, a controller will then verbally issue the route to the pilot.

Taxi route generation will improve efficiencies in surface operations by optimizing taxi routes and providing a digital route instruction for use with other automation capabilities, including data link to the pilot which will reduce taxi route misunderstandings and read-back errors. To demonstrate the benefit of the taxi route generation automation, a scenario is presented below to highlight the use of this tool under nominal conditions.

In this scenario for a departing flight, the ramp area is controlled by a ramp tower. When a flight plan is filed and an expected departure runway assignment is generated, an expected taxi route will also be generated and these data and any updates will be shared with flight operators and available for use by other NAS domains. Both the flight operator and the surface automation will use the expected runway assignment and expected taxi route in surface operations planning. The pilot of a departing flight will call the ramp tower when the pilot is ready for pushback. The ramp tower manages and coordinates with ATC regarding the flight’s pushback and provides taxi instructions for the flight to maneuver to a location where the pilot can enter the active movement area.

As the pilot begins pushing back, the taxi routing capability in the STBO automation in the ATCT provides a suggested taxi route assignment to Ground Control, displayed as part of the electronic flight data. When ready to enter the airport movement area (AMA), the pilot calls Ground Control for taxi instructions and clearance onto the AMA. When the pilot calls for taxi, Ground Control reviews the suggested departure runway (surface destination of the taxi route), the suggested taxi route, and reviews the current situation (via a surface surveillance display, electronic flight data display, or the window view). In this scenario, the taxi route to runway 17R is to taxi via Kilo, turn right at K7, turn left at Lima hold short of Zulu, proceed on Lima, right on EH. See Figure 1.

This is a standard taxi route and the initial segment to the hold short of Zulu is voiced to the pilot as: “…runway 17R, taxi via Kilo, Kilo Seven, Lima, hold short of Zulu.” The pilot acknowledges the route and begins to taxi while the Ground Controller pushes a single button to acknowledge the taxi route and indicate in the automation that the flight is taxiing. To release the flight from the hold short, the Ground Controller contacts the pilot and voices: “…continue taxi via Lima and Echo Hotel, monitor tower.” The pilot acknowledges the remainder of the route while the Ground Controller pushes a button to remove the hold short from the automation and to forward the electronic flight data to the Local Controller who manages arrivals and departures on the runway.

B. Surface Conformance Monitoring

In surface conformance monitoring, an aircraft’s location in the airport movement area is compared with its assigned taxi route to determine whether the aircraft is on its assigned route or is out of conformance with its assigned route. In today’s operation, conformance monitoring is one of Ground Control’s responsibilities and depends on human observation out the window. Today’s surface surveillance, Airport Movement Area Safety System/Airport Surface Detection Equipment Model X (AMASS/ASDE-X), provide alerts for imminent safety issues: when taxiing aircraft in the airport movement area enter a runway that has moving aircraft on or approaching the runway. Currently, there is no automation support for controllers in monitoring conformance to taxi routing. When Ground Control observes an aircraft deviate from its assigned taxi route or when there is an alert by surface surveillance of an imminent safety issue, the controller focuses on the situation until it is resolved. This focus diminishes Ground Control’s attention to other aircraft or tasks, potentially causing other tasks to be delayed until this issue is resolved.

In the NextGen timeframe, surface conformance monitoring will be reliant on surface surveillance capabilities. The automation will compare the aircraft’s current location with its assigned taxi route and will determine if the aircraft is in conformance or out of conformance. When the aircraft is out of conformance, alerting will be based on severity of the impact of the nonconformance. The concept envisions a visual alert to the controller and an additional aural alert for safety-related surface conformance issues. There will also be support for out-of-conformance alerts to the flight crew via data link. Out-of-conformance conditions include, for example, an aircraft failure to turn when there is a turn in the assigned taxi route and an aircraft turning off the assigned taxi route when the turn is not in the assigned taxi route.

In addition to these location-based conditions, out-of-conformance conditions that relate to aircraft velocity will also
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be defined. One example includes an aircraft failing to move when instructed to move, such as an aircraft that fails to begin the take off roll when cleared for take-off. Another example of a velocity-based nonconformance condition includes an aircraft moving without being instructed to move, such as an aircraft passing a hold-short point or beginning a take-off roll without clearance. Automated surface conformance monitoring will support increased efficiency of surface operations by ensuring taxiing aircraft compliance with assigned taxi routes and airport safety by detecting out of conformance aircraft movement that may contribute to runway incursions, potentially reducing the opportunities leading to runway incursions.

Using the scenario described above (see Figure 1), the identified flight can be out of conformance with its assigned taxi route in several ways. First, the flight may make a turn at Kilo Eight, turning off of the prescribed route. In this case, Ground Control would be alerted of this out-of-conformance condition with visual alerts on the map and flight display. An aural alert would not be provided, as this event was not currently safety critical as the flight is not threatening a runway. In responding to the visual alert, Ground Control would assess the situation and take corrective action to address the nonconformance condition. The corrective action may involve the controller modifying the taxi route in the automation to include the wrong turn or communicating with the pilot to clarify the remainder of the route. When the taxiing flight is back in conformance with its assigned route, the alert would clear.

Second, the flight may fail to make the turn on Lima, continuing straight on Kilo Eight and approaching the runway. If the aircraft failed to hold short of the runway, a safety critical alert would be issued to the controller in both the visual and auditory modality.

Assuming the aircraft has made the appropriate turn at Lima and is heading along the route displayed in Figure 1, and additional nonconformance event could occur if the aircraft fails to hold short of Zulu. This non-safety critical event would be alerted visually to Ground Control. In responding to the alert, Ground Control would assess the situation and take necessary action to address the error by instructing the pilot to stop or hold short of a subsequent intersection if needed.

III. Research Questions

Extensive work has been conducted defining the concept of use for these new technologies [4, 5]. The scenarios described above provide a concrete representation of how these technologies are envisioned to work and be used under NextGen. Despite these accomplishments, a series of research questions need to be addressed before these technologies can be implemented in the operational environment. These questions address both the measurable benefit associated with the taxi routing and conformance monitoring decision support tool and the acceptance of these capabilities by the operational community:

- Do controllers assign automation-generated taxi routes to departure aircraft?
- Do surface conformance monitoring capabilities improve controllers’ response to nonconformance events?
- Do controllers trust the automation?
- Do changes in traffic load impact these findings?

IV. Human-in-the-Loop Simulations

A roadmap has been developed by The MITRE Corporation’s Center for Advanced Aviation System Development (CAASD) to outline a set of human-in-the-loop simulations to address the research questions stated above. This roadmap describes a systematic approach for conducting a total of six evaluations, which will empirically evaluate the five STBO decision support tools that are envisioned under NextGen. These simulations are projected to occur biannually through 2012.

This paper details the methods and results from the first two simulations, which took place during 2010. These simulations were designed to examine the human performance implications associated with the use of initial prototype taxi route generation capabilities, including the surface conformance monitoring tools that are projected to be implemented in the mid-term plan for NextGen. These simulations examined the use of these technologies by trained air traffic controllers, employed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), in a high-fidelity tower simulation. The following sections outline the methods used to evaluate the stated research questions, as well as results produced from the simulations.

A. Simulation 1

1) Methods

a) Participants: Thirteen FAA employees, who reported an average of 22.5 years of experience controlling traffic, participated in the study. At the time of the simulation, seven individuals were serving in roles at the FAA Headquarters, while the remaining six participants came from facilities including Minneapolis – St. Paul International (MSP), Great Falls International (GTF), Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport (PHX), Long Beach (LGB), Baltimore Washington International (BWI), Albuquerque International Sunport (ABQ). The participants ranged in age from 32 to 56 years (M = 46.7 years). Three of the participants were female, while the remaining ten participants were male. None of the participants had worked at Dallas Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), which served as the simulated site for the study.

b) Simulation Environment: The simulation was conducted at the MITRE Corporation’s Center for Advanced Aviation System Development’s (CAASD) Aviation Integration Demonstration and Experimentation for Aeronautics (IDEA) laboratory. CAASD’s air traffic control tower simulator was used to generate a high fidelity representation of DFW during a standard south flow operation (see Figure 2).
Configurable workstations were located directly below the out-the-window scene and included displays to emulate the Digital Bright Radar Indicator Tower Equipment (DBRITE) system. In addition, workstations were outfitted with an electronic flight strip display and a surface surface map display that were developed by Mosaic ATM. These displays are shown in Figure 3.

To examine participants’ ability to detect and respond to pilot deviations, four nonconformance events were randomly distributed within each of the scenarios. These events were comprised of lateral deviations that occurred from erroneous turns or from pilots’ failure to turn at a correct intersection. When participants detected a pilot deviation, they were asked to press a button on the electronic flight strip display and verbally respond to the pilot to correct the error. None of the nonconformance events in this simulation resulted in a safety or sequencing concern.

d) Experimental Design: In order to address the proposed research questions, two independent variables were manipulated in a within-subjects design: (1) the presence of automation and (2) traffic load. First, automation was manipulated to produce two levels. In the manual condition, participants were provided with the displays shown in Figure 3; however, no taxi routing or conformance monitoring capabilities were provided. In the automation condition, decision support tools were used to generate taxi routes based on the assigned departure fix. In addition, automation was also provided to alert the controller to a pilot deviation. When a nonconformance event was identified, the electronic flight strip for the aircraft was highlighted in red (see Figure 3) and an aural alert was presented. While the aural alert was terminated after five seconds, the visual alert persisted until the aircraft had rejoined the route or until a new route had been manually entered on the strip. In addition to manipulating the presence of automation, traffic load was also systematically varied. In the low traffic load scenarios, traffic flows included 41 departures and 23 arrivals per hour. In the high traffic load scenarios, traffic flows were increased by nearly 15% to 48 departures and 25 arrivals per hour.

2) Simulation 1 Results

The following sections outline participants use and subjective assessment of the taxi route generation and surface conformance monitoring capabilities. A more detailed review of these findings is also available [6, 7]

a) Taxi Route Generation: In the automation condition, participants were provided with capabilities that automatically generated taxi routes and presented these routes on the strip. In all cases, these capabilities performed without error. An analysis was conducted to examine the frequency with which participants manually modified routes that were generated by the automation. This analysis indicated that, in all cases, controllers used the automation-generated taxi routes and never modified these routes. This finding is not necessarily surprising, as the automated taxi route assignments always matched the rules provided to participants during training. To further explore this issue, an additional analysis was performed to examine how frequently participants modified routes in response to a pilot’s deviation from the assigned route. This analysis also indicated that controllers never modified taxi routes when a nonconformance event occurred. Rather, controllers always provided corrective taxi instructions to return deviating aircraft to their original route, even if the original route was no longer the most efficient.
Additional discussions with each participant indicated that these individuals were often reluctant to make changes when nonconformance events occurred because characteristics of the route editing interface made these changes difficult. Participants noted that the interface, which provided an alphabetical keyboard for input, would require significant modifications before being suitable for implementation in an operational environment.

In addition to examining participants’ use of the taxi routing capabilities, participants were also asked to provide subjective ratings of trust in the tool. On average, participants rated their trust of this decision support tool as 8.58 (out of 10.0), which is remarkably high for a prototype system that has not been extensively used, but not necessarily surprising given that the performance of the tool was perfect.

To examine the impact of traffic load on trust, a paired t-test was conducted on these data. This analysis revealed that traffic load significantly impacted ratings of trust ($t_{(12)} = 2.16$, $p = 0.05$). Specifically, participants reported higher levels of trust in the automatically generated taxi routes when traffic load was high ($M = 8.70$) as compared to when it was low ($M = 8.45$). This finding likely resulted from participants’ need for greater reliance on this capability when workload was elevated.

b) Surface Conformance Monitoring: Statistical analysis indicated that the presence of surface conformance monitoring automation strongly influenced participants’ performance ($F_{(1, 11)} = 3.41$, $p = 0.001$). While participants detected less than half of events when no automation was provided ($M = 46.7\%$), all events were detected with the aid of the nonconformance alerts. Average response time was found to be 23.1 s, though automation was not found to improve the speed with which participants responded ($p > 0.10$). Variations in traffic load were not found to affect these measures.

When participants were asked to rate their trust in the nonconformance alerting capabilities, average trust was reported to be 7.48 (out of 10.0). In addition, ratings of trust were found to be higher when traffic load was high ($M = 7.46$) relative to low ($M = 7.19$; $t_{(12)} = 2.16$, $p = 0.05$), mirroring the results reported for the taxi routing capability.

While the reported value of trust was relatively high, additional analysis indicated that trust was largely impacted by the performance of the automated alerts. The simulation was designed to examine perfect alerting performance, though there were documented cases where the logic of the algorithms, when paired with certain actions or states in the simulation environment, produced false alerts. Because a significant body of research exists to suggest that frequent false alerts can impact trust [8], a correlation was conducted to examine the relationship between the number of false alerts to which a given participant was exposed with subjective ratings of trust on that trial. This analysis indicated a significant negative correlation between false alarm frequency and subjective ratings of trust ($r = -0.35$, $p = 0.10$). This relationship is shown in Figure 4.

c) Summary: The described results from the study demonstrate the potential performance benefits associated with the surface conformance monitoring capability, included in the STBO concept. In addition, participants indicate high trust in the alerting and taxi route generation capabilities needed to support these future operations. However, the nonconformance events presented in Simulation 1 were limited in scope and did not include an examination of the effectiveness of these systems in supporting the detection of safety critical deviations. Simulation 2 explored controllers’ use of the described technologies for a broader range of events.

B. Simulation 2

1) Methods

a) Participants: Twelve participants took part in the simulation and all were current employees of the FAA at the time of the study. Nine of the participants were male, while the remaining three participants were female. The participants ranged in age from 27 to 51 years ($M = 43.3$ years). On average, participants reported 17.2 years of experience controlling traffic. Participants came from FAA Headquarters, as well as facilities including Washington Dulles International (IAD), Los Angeles International (LAX), Ronald Reagan Washington National (DCA), St. Paul Downtown Airport/Holman Field (STP), John F. Kennedy (JFK) and Raleigh Durham (RDU). Note that no participants currently or previously worked at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), which served as the simulated location for the study.

b) Simulation Environment: The second simulation used the same environment as the first simulation, including the electronic flight strip display and surface map shown in Figure 3.

c) Procedure: As in the first simulation, each controller was provided with a half day of training, and was asked to serve as the ground controller in the tower during data collection. Participants had the same responsibilities as in the first simulation, and were given the same number of trials. After each trial, participants completed questionnaires to capture their trust in the provided systems and acceptance of the automated tools.
To examine participants’ ability to detect and respond to pilot deviations, between six and seven nonconformance events were randomly distributed within each of the scenarios. Some of these events were comprised of lateral deviations that occurred from erroneous turns or from pilots’ failure to turn at a correct intersection. In addition to lateral path errors, hold short deviations occurred in each scenario, during which a pilot failed to hold short at either a taxiway or a runway crossing. The path deviations and the hold short deviation at the taxiway crossing were non-safety critical events. The hold short deviation at the runway crossing was a safety critical event that resulted in a runway incursion but not one that would have generated an ASDE-X alert. The simulation confederate local controller held departing traffic around the time of the safety critical nonconformance event to insure there was no potential for a collision. When participants detected a pilot deviation, they were asked to press a button on the electronic flight strip display and verbally respond to the pilot to correct the error.

**d) Experimental Design:** The second simulation utilized the same experimental design as the first simulation, with two levels of automation (automation and no automation) and two level of traffic load (low and high) crossed in a within-subjects design. In the low traffic load scenarios, traffic flows included 46 departures and 21 arrivals per 45 minutes. The high traffic load scenarios contained 53 departures and 21 arrivals per 45 minutes. The low traffic load scenarios contained seven nonconformance events, while there were six events in the high traffic load scenarios. The order of scenario presentation was randomly selected across the thirteen participants from the full set of permutations associated with a completely counterbalanced design.

**2) Simulation 2 Results**

Key results from the simulation are summarized in the section below. A full review of these findings is available in a published technical report [9].

**a) Taxi Route Generation:** After each of the automation scenarios, participants responded to six questionnaire items that addressed whether and when they used system-generated taxi routing. They also responded to questions about taxi route modifications.

Over half of the participants (54%) indicated that they used the automated route generation function in one or both of the low and high traffic scenarios. In half of those responses, participants responded to a follow-on question and estimated how frequently they used it. These results indicated that the predominant pattern (66% of responses) was to use the automated route generator most of the time, as shown in Figure 5. Note that this finding indicates less reliance on the automated taxi routing capabilities than were found in Simulation 1. This difference may be attributed to changes that were made in the route editing interface for Simulation 2.

**In this simulation, the keyboard used in Simulation 1 was augmented with a graphical editor interface that allowed editing on a map-based display by clicking on key taxiway intersections. These two route editing capabilities were available regardless of the automation condition.** The ten questionnaire items that addressed the basic editing capabilities were analyzed as a group. Specifically, participants were asked to describe and assess their use of taxi route amendments to change the initial taxi route or to reestablish route conformance following a nonconformance alert. According to the responses, less than a quarter of the participants modified a taxi route in any scenario, for any reason, regardless of the automation condition or traffic load. Responses further indicated that only 19% of the participants used the keyboard while only 12% used the graphical interface to amend taxi routes. Thus, while we observed additional cases in which edits were made to the taxi routes, these cases were still rare, regardless of the editing methods used.

In fact, participant assessments of the graphical editor were moderately negative, indicating that they did not find the new capability to be particularly helpful. In fact, participants indicated a moderate preference for using the keyboard over the graphical editor for modifying routes. Commentary about the graphical editor capability expressed concern over the extensive head-down effort involved. These results indicate that the graphical editor interface should be modified to make it easier for the controllers to input both initial and modified taxi routes. One possible method is to only show the area of interest (taxiways and runways) specific to the selected aircraft. As the taxi route is selected, the algorithm can expand the area if needed.

**b) Surface Conformance Monitoring:** An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine the impact of both automation and traffic load on nonconformance event detection accuracy. This analysis revealed a significant main effect for automation ($F_{(1), (8)} = 6.65, p = 0.033$), indicating that participants detected less than half of events when no automation was provided for support ($M = 44.2\%$) and a majority of events when alerting was provided ($M = 86.44\%$).
This effect is depicted graphically in Figure 6. The main effect of traffic load was not significant, nor was the interaction between traffic load and automation presence. This finding was comparable to the results described for Simulation 1, where the detection rate in the no automation condition was 46.7%. In Simulation 1, however, the automation resulted in an increase in the detection rate to 100%, while here the increase was to 86.44%. This difference in Simulation 2 can be attributed to participants who failed to indicate that they had detected the nonconformance event by pressing an indicated key on the display interface. However, the data in both simulations indicate a clear benefit to detection accuracy.

To further examine participants’ detection performance, analyses were conducted on non-conformance detection response times. Paired t-tests were conducted to evaluate the impact of automation and traffic load separately as main effects. As with detection accuracy, automation had a significant impact on detection response time ($t_5 = 2.93, p = 0.03$), indicating participants detected nonconformance events faster under the automated condition ($M = 8.1$ s) than under the manual condition ($M = 22.9$ s), as shown in Figure 7. The effect of traffic load on detection response time was not significant.

To explore any possible differences in response time between those events that were considered safety critical (crossing a runway without clearance) and those that were not as safety critical (path deviation or hold short deviation) paired t-tests were run on the data. The analysis found a significant difference in response times between the two types of nonconformance events, with response time to the safety critical events shorter ($M = 9.3$ s) than response times to the other events ($M = 27.4$ s; $t_3 = -3.53, p = 0.04$), though this effect was only present in the manual condition. This relationship is shown graphically in Figure 8.
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**Figure 6.** Main effect of automation on nonconformance detection accuracy.
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**Figure 7.** Effect of traffic load and condition on nonconformance detection response time.

c) **Summary:** Results from Simulation 2 provide additional evidence of the viability of the taxi routing decision support tool and surface conformance alerting, and the basic effectiveness of these capabilities in supporting efficient surface operations. The following section outlines the broad conclusions drawn from the two simulations, notes the potential limitations that must be considered, and highlights future research that must be done before STBO is used in operations.

V. **SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

The human-in-the-loop simulations described in this paper were designed to provide an empirical evaluation of the feasibility and potential benefits associated with the use of the taxi routing and surface conformance monitoring automation proposed in STBO. In the initial sections of this paper, we reviewed the concept of use for these decision support tool capabilities and provided scenarios that illustrate its two primary capabilities: taxi route generation and surface conformance monitoring. We also proposed a set of research questions that must be answered before the operational use of these technologies will be possible. The findings are summarized below.

A. **Taxi Route Generation**

Under STBO, decision support tool capabilities will provide controllers with recommended taxi routes to move departure aircraft from the ramp area to the runway. The two human-in-the-loop simulations conducted at CAASD in 2010 indicated that participants used the automation-generated taxi routes in nearly all cases. While participants did indicate that
it was difficult to edit taxi routes, which may have attributed to their reluctance to readily make changes to these routes, these participants also indicated that the automation generating these routes was reliable and trustworthy. Collectively, these findings indicate the viability of the route generation concept, while simultaneously pointing to the need to develop intuitive and low workload methods for revising taxi routes on an electronic flight strip interface.

While these simulations provide a basic evaluation of the taxi route generation tool concept, additional research is still needed to closely examine taxi route assignment under more dynamic and complex scenarios. For example, extensive research is still needed to examine the impact of airport configuration changes or full airport turn-arounds, as well as the taxi routing changes that result from these changes, on the workload of local and ground controllers.

B. Surface Conformance Monitoring

Surface conformance monitoring for pilot deviations is a key capability in the STBO concept. In the simulations described here, the extent to which these capabilities improve controllers’ responses to these deviations was evaluated. Results from the present study indicate that providing surface conformance monitoring automation results in nearly perfect detection of these events, doubling the detection rates found when automation was not present. Results also point to the finding that controllers detect these events more quickly with automated support, at least for non-safety critical deviations, which are typically detected very slowly. While this latter finding may not be associated with a direct safety benefit, it can be tentatively concluded that more rapid detection of non-safety critical events is likely to improve efficiency and may also reduce the likelihood that non-safety critical deviations become safety critical errors (e.g., a lateral deviation results in an aircraft approaching a runway entrance).

Participants also indicated that the surface conformance monitoring automation was trustworthy in both simulations. These individuals were found to trust the automation more when traffic load was amplified. This finding likely reflects participants’ need to rely on this automation to a greater degree when surface traffic density increased. Finally, research from Simulation 1 provided some initial evidence that false alerts, which will exist in the operational world when surveillance data is imperfect, impacts trust and may be likely to impact controllers’ use of these tools [6].

The STBO simulations provided a baseline evaluation of non-safety critical and safety critical nonconformance events. To fully exercise these technologies, additional research will be needed to examine a broader range of nonconformance events (e.g., taking off without clearance) and an assessment of multi-level alerting. Research is also necessary to evaluate the use of conformance monitoring for taxi routes related to performing scheduling and sequencing tasks.

C. Summary and Future Simulations

While the two presented simulations provide a foundation for understanding the use of basic taxi route generation and surface conformance monitoring technologies, significant research is needed to understand and quantify the impact of these technologies on surface operations. This research need will continue to be addressed through a series of human-in-the-loop simulations to evaluate the use of the STBO decision support tools in a simulated airport environment with heightened complexity and fidelity. Specifically, these evaluations will examine the use of these technologies by the local and ground controllers; the effectiveness of multi-level alerting for a broad range of nonconformance events (e.g., failure to takeoff with clearance, takeoff without clearance, failure to hold short at runway and taxiway intersections, time-based conformance during taxi); the impact of surveillance noise; and taxi routing for scheduling and sequencing.
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